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Abstract

This article explores Optimizing the Utilization of Funds for sustainable development. This study aims to analyze the Optimization of village funds utilization. The research method used is observation, interviews, and documents. This study was analyzed using a phenomenological approach. The research subjects are the government and the village community. The results of this study indicated the Optimization of the Utilization of village Funds through 6 forms, namely; 1) Village level consultations involving the community and community shops to accommodate various proposals; 2) Every Cash Inflow and Outflow is recorded by the treasurer, and closes the books every month in an orderly manner; 3) The Village Development Implementation Stage involves local communities to be empowered in the implementation of the village funds which prioritizes the poor so that their economy can also improve; 4) The development of village infrastructure is greatly benefited by the community; 5) the village apparatus capacity building program increases the motivation and performance of the village apparatus in carrying out their duties; 6) Community empowerment has representatives from BPD and LPM such as cultivation. Further research will focus on the use of village funds for economic development.
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Introduction

The territory of Indonesia is divided into provincial areas, divided into regencies and cities (Talitha, Firman, & Hudalah, 2020). Each has a regional government that mentions the village as an autonomous government by granting it special rights, including those related to village management and funds, village head elections, and the village development process (Lewis, 2015). In addition, provincial regions also have the status of regional autonomy (Bustaman et al., 2018; Arfiansyah, 2020; Purnawan, 2021). Regional autonomy is the right, authority and obligation of the region to regulate and manage its own regional affairs and interests in accordance with the law (Yusuf et al., 2019; Antlöv, Wetterberg, & Dharmawan, 2016; Kadir & Idris, 2021). Local governments must make efforts to optimize village budgets and increase transparency and accountability in regional financial management to realize good governance (Ruru et al., 2017). The term village is often identified with the poor, and traditional. Actually, the village has extraordinary nobility and local wisdom. Villages are the pioneers of fully autonomous and sovereign democracy (Yusuf et al., 2019; Setyawan et al., 2018). Villages have their own government systems and mechanisms as well as social norms. The Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 6 of 2014 concerning Villages is a long-awaited Law by the community, not for village officials (Takdir et al., 2021; Vel & Bedner, 2015).

Based on the results of observations, it is known that there are 2 stages in the management of the Village Fund, namely: (1) The planning stage, the Village Secretary prepares a Draft Village Regulation concerning the Village Revenue and Expenditure Budget by conducting deliberation involving the Village Head, Village Consultative Body and the community. However, community involvement is very minimal and the preparation is late so it is not agreed upon in the current year, and (2) The implementation stage is also not optimal and is not in accordance with Majene Regent Regulation Number 2 of 2018.

According to Wardhana (2018), optimization is a measure that causes the achievement of goals, whereas from a business point of view, optimal is an effort to maximize activities so as to realize the desired or desired profit. Optimization is the process of finding the best solution, not always the highest profit that can be achieved if the optimization goal is to maximize profits, or not always the lowest cost that can be reduced if the optimization goal is to minimize costs (Suheryadi et al., 2020; Bruno, 2014).

The Village Revenue and Expenditure Budget is an important instrument that is very decisive in the realization of good governance and the implementation of development at the village level (Wardhana, 2018; Suheryadi et al., 2020). Good governance is measured, among other things, from the process of preparing and accountability for the Village Budget (Setyawan et al., 2018; Puspasari, 2015; Savitri & Andreas, 2019). Understanding the process at all stages of the Village APB management (compilation, implementation, accountability) gives meaning to the village administration model itself. The Village Revenue and Expenditure Budget as a public document should be prepared and managed based on the principles of participation, transparency, and accountability (Takdir et al., 2021). The people who are essentially the
owners of the budget must be invited to talk about where and how much Village Revenue is and be consulted on what Village money is spent on (Diamantina, 2017). Thus the expectation of the budget used for the welfare of the people is truly realized and can provide positive meaning and value.

According to Suheryadi et al., (2020) optimization is a measure that causes the achievement of goals, while from a business point of view, optimization is an effort to maximize activities so as to realize the desired or desired profit. According to (Hendrawati & Pramudianti, 2020) Optimization is a measure that causes the achievement of goals, while from a business point of view, optimization is an effort to maximize activities so as to realize the desired or desired profit.

According to Arfiansyah (2020) is the result achieved in accordance with the wishes, so optimization is the achievement of results as expected effectively and efficiently. Optimization is also interpreted as a measure where all needs can be met from the activities carried out. According to Lamia et al., (2021) optimization is a measure that causes the achievement of goals when viewed from a business point of view. Optimization is an effort to maximize activities so as to realize the desired or desired profit (Bruno, 2014; Suheryadi et al., 2020; Ali, 2014; Arifin et al., 2020). From the description it is known that optimization can only be realized if it is implemented effectively and efficiently in organizing the organization.

Regarding the Village Fund, Nugroho et al., (2021) said that in implementing the management of the village fund budget, the village government is required to implement or manage the village fund budget by means of village deliberations, the results of which will be stated in village regulations for the creation of welfare in the village environment. Furthermore, Nugroho et al., (2021), so that in the implementation of village fund budget management in accordance with the Regulation of the Minister of Home Affairs Number 113 of 2014 concerning Village Financial Management. Village financial management is all activities that include planning, implementation, administration, reporting and accountability of village finances (Imawan & Purwanto, 2020).

From several literature studies analyzed, there are several studies that have examined the use of village funds. Suheryadi et al., (2020), Mu’alim et al., (2020), and Bustaman et al., (2018) examined the optimization of the role of village facilitators in improving the professionalism of village apparatus in village fund management. The results of his research conclude that financial problems often occur due to the inability of village apparatus in managing or utilizing village funds even though they have an important role in it. The presence and assistance of facilitators like this means that it is necessary to improve the management of village funds so that they can run professionally, legally Yusuf et al., (2019), Hehamahua, (2015), and Wafirotin & Septiviastuti, (2019) which examines the relationship of village institutions in the utilization of village funds using a qualitative approach. The results of his research conclude that the relationship that is built has a positive impact on the planning, implementation and supervision of the use of village funds with the existence of an engagement. Indraningsih et al., (2021) and Setyawan et al., (2018) investigated the impact of using village funds on sustainable agricultural development in Java and several
provinces outside Java. The results showed that the Village Fund had an impact on increasing farmers' production and income.

From several descriptions of the use of village funds in development, the authors can conclude that village funds play an important role for development with good management and supervision. However, some of these studies have not focused on studies in remote villages and have not maximized the function of the community as the main source of informants in the use of village funds. Therefore, this study examines more deeply the optimization of the utilization of funds for development and progress.

**Research Methods**

This research was conducted in Peminggalan Village, Sendana District, Majene Regency according to the characteristics of the problem. This study uses a qualitative method with a phenomenological type which intends to explain infrastructure development through the Peminggalan Village Fund, Sendana District, Majene Regency. The data collection techniques carried out in this study include: (1) Observation, is data collection carried out through direct observation of the object of research in this case the process of activities related to optimizing the utilization of Village Funds in Peminggalan Village, Sendana District, Majene Regency; (2) Interview, is data collection which is carried out through direct question and answer activities with informants who have been determined based on interview guides on optimizing the utilization of Village Funds in Peminggalan Village, Sendana Subdistrict, Majene Regency; (3) Documentation, namely data collection activities carried out through existing documents regarding the use of Village Funds. In addition, this documentation is carried out by studying monthly and annual reports on the use of Village Funds in Paminggalan Village.

**Result and Discussion**

In the management of village funds, there are several stages carried out by the village government. These stages become a joint agreement with the village wara in being responsible for the use of village funds.

**Village Forum**

Based on the results of interviews with selected informants, information was obtained that, the first thing to do was a village level deliberation involving the Paminggalan Village community to accommodate the various aspirations and suggestions of the community regarding what development was needed in each village. This is done every year before the development planning is implemented. In addition, every proposal from community leaders is included in the development agenda for Paminggalan Village, including proposals for road infrastructure development, and others.

The Paminggalan Village Government, Sendana District and related elements gathered to discuss the various aspirations expressed by the community for development for one year running. However, the obstacles faced in this regard were only a few who were present when the village deliberations were held. In addition, the people who
attended the deliberation had minimal aspirations, so inevitably it was proposed development even though it was not in accordance with what was needed by the local community.

The following are some of the results of interviews with the community, among others, MS (work as a farmer and cattle breeder) said that, indeed, there are notifications regarding village meetings held in each hamlet that are delivered directly either at the mosque or the hamlet head who conveys it directly to the rukun warga or rukun tetangga chair in each hamlet. He was not present because he also have a busy life in the garden and on the farm. We also couldn't leave our jobs because of our permanent jobs as farmers and ranchers.

Subsequent interviews with MN (Job of farmers and palm tree flavoring) stated that, he can’t take part in village meetings because my job is as a farmer and sugar palm flavorer, who every morning has to go to the garden to feed livestock and tap palm trees. At that time we were occupied there, not to mention that the harvest period for plantations or rice fields usually ends at night when I am in the garden or in the fields working so there is no time to go to deliberation.

Based on the results of the two interviews above, it can be understood that the village deliberations are held every year even though the community is with all the busyness and routines as farmers or other jobs, but the spirit to provide support and enthusiasm for the success of village deliberation activities continues to burn along with the needs and developments in various aspects of life.

This is in line with Ruru et al., (2017), and Hendrawati & Pramudianti (2020) that through deliberation, the community can convey an urgent need to be held by the village government. The village government must provide the widest opportunity for the community to know and supervise the use of the village fund budget.

Village Revenue and Expenditure Budget

Based on the results of an interview with the Village Secretary of Paminggalan Village, SA said that for every cash income and expenditure, the treasurer always records and closes the books every month in an orderly manner. In other words, the Village Treasurer shall record all receipts and disbursements in the General Cash Book for those of a cash nature, while transactions for receipts and disbursements via bank/transfer are recorded in the Bank Book. The Tax Assistant Cash Book is used by the Village Treasurer to record money receipts from tax collections and record expenses in the form of tax deposits to the State treasury. Specifically for income and financing, there are supporting books in the form of a Book of Income Details and a Book of Details of Financing.

This is in line with the results of the Paminggalan Village Operator (RM) interview, who said that although there are difficulties because village officials are also not very proficient in managing village budgets due to lack of management in making administrative reports, they are still learning to maximize village financial management so that can be managed properly.

It was further explained by another informant (community leader) that in carrying out the preparation of the program it had gone well in accordance with the expectations
to be achieved. From the results of the interview, it can be understood that the Village Government in carrying out operational expenditures of course really needs it, for example in purchasing computers, computers are indispensable in government administration, for example in making letters, and also buying chairs is needed when holding meetings and more important events. This is reinforced by the explanation of the Paminggalan Village Secretary (SA), who said that once a year he submitted an accountability report through collection in the sub-district. By attaching evidence of receipts and reports of activities that have been carried out.

Village Development Implementation Stage

Starting from the statement of the Paminggalan Village Secretary (MS), that before implementing village funds, we first formed a team, namely the Work Implementation Team selected by the planning sector based on the hamlet where the development would be carried out. This is intended so that the community can enjoy the results of development both in material and spiritual forms. Furthermore, the Paminggalan Village Head (SR) also explained regarding the use of the Village Fund that they can involve local communities so that they are empowered, especially the underprivileged so that their economy can also improve.

In addition, the obstacle faced in the management of the Village Fund is that early childhood development is constrained by the head of the selected Work Implementation Team, who has not had the opportunity to carry out the development process because there are still other work to be done. We have coordinated but the answers we received were not as expected. Then the development that is less than optimal in managing other village funds is the construction of 14 deckker units in the Lapparia hamlet. This was explained by one of the informants (DW), that he encountered obstacles in the implementation of the deckker construction in Lapparia Hamlet because at that time the terrain was very difficult to reach, so the materials needed had to be stored far from the construction site. At the same time the rainy season so that the difficulties faced increased because vehicles could not reach.

The results of the interview above show that the participation of the community in supervising the Village Fund, from the beginning, was conveyed and displayed every year in the form of a large banner and he also displayed it in front of the village office. They do this as a form of transparency of activities for one year so that the community can easily monitor the development carried out by Paminggalan Village for one year.

Infrastructure Development

The benefits of managing the Village Fund have been greatly felt by the Paminggalan Village community. Especially about Villages Law and Regulation especially related to the management of Village Funds both in infrastructure and community empowerment. The Paminggalan Village Government has implemented infrastructure development needed by the community. This is reinforced by one of the informants (SP), saying that with this village fund, they as a village community are very happy, especially with the programs that they propose are slowly starting to be realized properly. So far, the Paminggalan
village government has carried out a program of building taluds and repairing village roads that make it easier for the community in Paminggalan Village.

Then it was emphasized by another informant that, previously he was very grateful to the village government for realizing the community’s desire to improve the roads in this village, he as a traditional leader and the village community felt the benefits of this road repair. This was reiterated by the Paminggalan Village Head (SR) who revealed that, as the village head, he is very happy with the realization of this embankment construction, he hope that the community will use it well and maximally.

**Improvement of Village Apparatus Human Resources**

Regarding the increase in human resources for village officials, according to the explanation of the Paminggalan Village Head (SR), said that all of village officials hope that the realization of this program to increase the capacity of the village apparatus will increase the motivation and performance of the village apparatus in carrying out their duties in accordance with their respective fields. The performance of the apparatus adequate knowledge are expected to be able to bring the village and to a more advanced direction from various sectors.

This statement was reinforced by one of the Hamlet Heads of Paminggalan Village (MN), who said that one of the activities of the village government that he know and feel directly that uses village funds is to increase the capacity of the village apparatus in Paminggalan Village. They were greatly helped by this village fund because prior to the village apparatus capacity building program, hr was sometimes rigid in carrying out the tasks assigned to me but after the village apparatus capacity building program he personally as a village official felt helped because of the new knowledge gained through seminars, training and public discussion.

Along with increasing the resources of village officials by conducting outreach to the community, especially women. It's done to realize that even though they live in the village they are not left behind with women in the city through empowerment programs and provide counseling to community members more effectively, creatively, and innovatively in all respects (Prasetyo & Purini, 2021; Andini & Ahmad, 2021). In line with this, as conveyed by the Paminggalan Village Head (SR), that increasing the capacity of the apparatus’ resources is also referred to as enabling the community to be more empowered because the skills possessed by the women’s community will develop (Susilowati et al., 2020).

It should be explained that the women’s community in Paminggalan Village consists of 2 groups, namely the old and the young. The young ones are usually given all the training because their spirits are still high, while the older ones are given counseling about healthy living. According to the Head of Paminggalan Village Family Welfare Empowerment (RH), empowerment is carried out by giving power, power, authority or opportunities and opportunities to the target. This award must be adjusted to the quality of the skills that have been possessed at this stage of empowerment will determine whether the process of empowering women is successful or not.
Community Empowerment

The community has representatives according to Law Number 22 of 1999 concerning Regional Government, namely the Village Representative Body (Srirejeki, 2018). Then Law Number 32 of 2004 concerning Village Government changed to the Village Consultative Body (Agustina, 2019). The results of the interview with the village assistant (JM), said that village meetings like this are very beneficial for the community, besides that they can also be used as a means to think together how this village can be better. Meanwhile, from an organizational perspective, the community has learned a lot to respect the opinions of others and sacrifice personal interests for the benefit of the entire community.

The issue of transparency in the management of village funds so far is a very sensitive matter (Ayub, Rianti, Awaluddin, & Triadi, 2020; Arifa, 2019). The form of transparency of village funds in Paminggalan Village is according to the information obtained that, in empowering rural communities, it is important to have good synergy between the community and the village government in order to achieve the goals of empowering the community itself. The existence of this village fund provides enormous benefits to the community (Hendrawati & Pramudianti, 2020). This village fund also makes it easy for the village government to realize all forms of village programs that have been mutually agreed upon in the village meeting (Wida et al., 2017; Damastuti & de Groot, 2017).

Some of the obstacles that we encountered in the field were the first regarding the development of Early Childhood Education which was constrained by the problem that the elected Chairperson of the Activity Implementation Team did not have the opportunity to work on the development process. We have coordinated with the Activity Implementation Team, but the answers we received were not as expected. So the process of building Early Childhood Education will be carried out after the construction of the house that is being worked on is completely completed.

Conclusion

Based on the results of research and discussion on optimizing the use of village funds in Paminggalan Village, Sendana District, Majene Regency, the following conclusions can be drawn, the first step in utilizing village funds is village level deliberation involving the general public and community leaders to accommodate various proposals regarding what development is needed in each village. The Paminggalan Village Government together with related parties gathered to discuss or accommodate various aspirations needed by the community for development for one year. However, there are obstacles encountered where the involvement of the residents present is very limited to provide input on the development to be carried out, making it difficult for the village government to make decisions.

Implementation of the Village Revenue and Expenditure Budget which begins with holding village meetings with village officials, community members and community
leaders who are invited to village meetings to discuss and decide together the village development programs to be implemented and their budgets. At this stage the participation of the community members is very less due to their respective activities as farmers, fishermen, entrepreneurs, and others.

Many regulations set by the central government are obstacles in the implementation of village development related to Law Number 6 of 2014 concerning Villages, or in other words not optimal utilization of village development funds, both infrastructure and community empowerment because many regulations are not in accordance with field facts and community needs, especially in Paminggalan Village, Sendana District, Majene Regency.

Implementation of village development in accordance with the proposals and aspirations of the community in village deliberations by involving underprivileged members of the community to be empowered in the use of village funds in Paminggalan Village. In addition, the village government invites the community to participate in supervising the Village Fund according to its designation, especially in the field of empowerment to improve the community’s economy. With the village funds received for infrastructure development, the community really feels the benefits, especially in Paminggalan Village, including the rehabilitation of Early Childhood Education development, construction of embankments, repair of some village roads although not yet fully completed but the benefits are felt by the people of Paminggalan Village, District Sendana in particular and the wider community in Majene Regency in general.
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